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20%
PAGEVIEWS 

logged-in

2.6M
NEW REGISTERED

users

+125K
DIGITAL ONLY 

subscribers
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We WERE SELECTED to being part of 
GNI Subs Lab Europe 2021



EL PAÍS - GNI SUBS LAB EUROPE 2021

✔ Huge brand awareness

✔ Good quantity and quality of traffic, 
national and international

✔ Low churn rate - especially 
involuntary

✔ Good consolidation of data

✔ Low meter stop rate, which 
translates into a decrease of 
organic acquisitions. Use of 
promotions as a way to attract 
new customers (negatively 
affecting to ARPU)

✔ Low loyal female / young 
audience



EL PAÍS - GNI SUBS LAB EUROPE 2021

Working together with FT Strategies, EL PAÍS went through three experiments

Tightening the paywall / 
flipping the model

➿ Work in progress

1 To increase female 
engagement

✓ Completed

2 Dynamic offering

✓ Completed

3

❌ Low meter stop rate
❌ Decreasing ARPU because of 

the extended use of promos
❌ Low loyal female / young 

audience



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing female audience

Goal Reach out for more female readers

Outcome Talk to more diverse reader base

Sub- outcome 50% of pageviews made by woman

Hypothesis
We believe that itʼs not only about producing the right 
content for women, but also placing it in prime places. 
So, if we increase the articles with female interest exposed 
in prime positions so that it reaches to more women

Experiment 
parameters

Test consisted in launching two different homepages, 
one of them having highlighted content for women 
readers. 

Brief 
description

Use of data in real-time to identify the more interesting 
articles for women, based on number of female readers. 
Select highest ranked content and then promote it in the 
homepage.

KPIs Global CTR. Female CTR



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing female audience 

Data Team built a real-time dashboard showing 
the top of articles read by women (percentage and 

total views)

 Every day (during the test) newsroom editors 
chose 2 articles from the ranking to promote

Finally, CRO team set up the test.

Test homepage (20% audience)

Standard homepage (80% audience)

Results, on average:

• Few differences in global CTR
• +274% increase in female CTR



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing acquisition through intelligent offering

Goal To increase acquisition through promotions

Hypothesis

We believe that  use of promotions would increase the 
conversion rate but it could negatively impact churn rate and 
ARPU. So, by showing offers to our readers in a controlled way 
depending on their propensity to subscribe, we should have 
sustainable growth, and increase their lifetime value.

Experiment 
parameters

Test consisted in launching different offers to different 
segments of users
 

Brief 
description

Considering user profile to offer promotions. 

KPIs Conversion rate, churn rate, ARPU, LTV



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing acquisition with intelligent offering



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing acquisition through intelligent offering

CONTROL GROUP: 
Rest of Spain



EXPERIMENT TITLE: Increasing acquisition through intelligent offering

Phase 1 results:
VALENCIA vs REST OF SPAIN

Conversion rate 

LTV

-0,9pp

+34%

Phase 2 results. Increase in promotion.
VALENCIA vs REST OF SPAIN

Conversion rate -0,1pp

LTV +25%


